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RODUCTION, 
SPACE AND FLEXIBILITY

Swiss, Bützerg-based Bystronic, a global
supplier of total solutions for the manufacture of
architectural and automotive glass, presented
its smart’verticutvertical shape cutting machine
and the plate loader feeder to visitors of the
2003 Vitrum trade fair. These systems boost
production line throughput, reduce space require-
ments and provide increased flexibility.

Large, central cutting systems are character-
istic of today’s state-of-the-art technology when
it comes to producing insulating glass and oth-
er architectural glass components. Although
horizontal systems are designed for optimized glass
cutting and a minimum of wastage, they require

a high level of complexity in terms of planning
and logistics, the temporary glass storage and sort-
ing requirements are spatially demanding, and ope-
rational paths are often long. For these systems,
rapid production sequence changes and express
jobs slotted in on short-notice are extremely
demanding on system technology and operating
personnel alike. 

Bystronic now focuses on a completely new
logistics approach that, the company says, tar-
gets the overall process rather than partial opti-
mization of single machine components. The
aim of distributed, or decentralized cutting is to
reduce the work that goes into planning, logis-
tics and handling, while significantly increasing
the efficiency of production workflow with min-
imal glass deployment. This means that through-
put and the degree of cutting automation of spe-
cific production environments can be flexibly
adapted. Line-integrated cutting dramatically
increases the flexibility of the production sequence.
Additionally, several cutting stations create a suf-
ficient scope of capacity to accommodate machine
over-capacity.

CUTTING “SUB-PLATE BY SUB-PLATE”
A further important approach of Bystronic’s

new vertical cutting systems is cutting “sub-plate
by sub-plate”, which enables a change of glass
type already after three to five sheets, while
pair formation for insulating glass production is
performed considerably faster and more flexi-
bly. This reduces throughput time and mini-
mizes sorting work. The same vertical cutting line
processes float and low-E glass “sub-plate by sub-
plate”. It is equipped with an edge-deleting unit
for low-E glass and can also work in a con-
ventional manner; thus it can score and break an
entire jumbo plate into successive sub-plates. In
this case, no new planning and optimization
methods are necessary. 
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The continuous request for
increased automation and high
production levels, combined with
the necessity to process larger
and larger sized glass sheets in
smaller work environments, are
major demands in today’s glass
industry. In this article, Swiss
Bystronic tries to demonstrate
how this can be achieved, while
giving additional advantages too. 

Hans Gfeller*
BYSTRONIC MASCHINEN AG

Central and
distributed
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VERTICAL SUB-PLATE LOADER
Included in the new Bystronic concept is the

supplementary module called the feeder, a sub-
plate loader which is installed immediately
upstream from the smart’verticut vertical cutting
line. A plate or sub-plate of each required glass
type is stored in each compartment of the loader.
The temporary storage automatically moves
quickly to provide the currently required glass
type when needed, and only the placed glass
plates that are of immediate use are cut. Ma-
nual handling of leftover sheets is unnecessary. 

The capability to change glass types rapid-
ly contributes to accelerated pair formation 
for insulating glass production and minimizes
sorting work. Material flow is continuous in 
one direction.

The feeder can be loaded with existing
loading units and is available in two design vari-
ants: with 12 or 24 storage compartments for
glass thicknesses of 3 to 12 millimetres. The
difference between the two systems is only 
in the size of glass that can be used. While the
M Version provides for sizes of maximum
2,750x3,650 millimetres, the L Version can tem-
porarily store jumbo sizes of 3,300x6,100
millimetres. 

FUNCTION AND WORKFLOW
The production workflow with integrated ver-

tical cutting is as follows. First the glass plate
is transferred from the loader to a vertical
transporter. The plate is then completely delet-
ed “sub-plate by sub-plate” in the vertical,
scored (X, Y and Z cut), and undergoes initial
vertical breaking (X break). A tilt table conveys
the scored sub-plate to a breaking table where
it manually undergoes final breaking. Only
one person is required for breaking and clear-
ing away. As with the feeder, the smart’verti-
cut is designed to handle glass thicknesses
of 3 to 12 millimetres and sizes of 2,750x3,650
millimetres (XM Version) or 3,300x6,100
millimetres (XL Version). 

The sub-plate width ranges between 200 and
2,500 millimetres. The performance parame-
ters of the different versions of smart’verticut
are detailed in Table 2. 

Sub-plate by
sub-plate

processing of
float and low-E

glass

smart’verticut
vertical cutting
line (right) and
the feeder 
sub-plate
loader (left)

FEEDER M L

Glass size 2,750 x 3,650mm 3,300 x 6,100mm

Glass thickness 3-12mm 3-12mm

Storage positions 12 or 24  12 or 24

CAPACITY OF THE FEEDER

SMART’VERTICUT XM XL

Glass size 2,750 x 3,650mm 3,300 x 6,100mm

Glass thickness 3-12mm 3-12mm

Subplate length 200-2,500mm 200-2,500m

Breaking X automatic    automatic

Breaking Y,Z manual   manual

Breaking shape horizontal     horizontal

SMART’VERTICUT FEATURES

TABLE 1

TABLE 2



109ADVANTAGES OF VERTICAL CUTTING
The main advantages of integrating vertical

cutting systems in production lines in com-
parison to central, upstream cutting, are that they
require less space, especially regarding rising
storage space requirements the increased use
of different coatings incurs. Second, working
“sub-plate by sub-plate” enables a more flex-
ible production sequence and cuts down on
the subsequent sorting workload, while reduc-
ing the space needed for temporary storage of
different glass types. A further advantage is in
combining vertical cutting and the upstream feed-
er - a highly efficient combination guarantee-
ing the rapid changeover of glass types with-
out manual handling, while also solving the prob-
lem of leftover sheets. The glass types needed
for the production workflow are immediately
available; unnecessary handling steps can 
be omitted. The easy evacuation of storage 
in the event of glass breakage and the minimized
danger of scratching the glass, thanks to 
the reduced support weight, constitute further
plus factors. 

FLEXIBLE SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
Flexibility of the system can be seen in pro-

duction workflow, as well as in the selection of
components. Integration of components in the
overall process is easily accomplished and the
degree of component automation can be con-
figured to meet the needs of each particular
production. In fact, Bystronic’s development tar-
get is 100 per cent automation. The modular
design of the vertical line also permits upgra-
ding with additional modules, for example with
automated Y-, Z- and trim-breaking and with 

automated compartmentalized carriage in-feed.
These vertical cutting systems can bring

advantages to planning and logistics as well as
optimized personnel deployment in shift work.
The line systems enable optimum use of capa-
city while providing enough reserve performance
to easily process short-notice job orders. Based
on the glass supply capacity of two insulating glass
lines each with 800 units per shift, Table 3
demonstrates the advantages of Bystronic’s con-
cept by comparing a conventional horizontal
cutting solution (XY breaking) and two vertical
cutting lines. Both solutions require two people
to break and clear up. While the horizontal cut-
ting line is not able to meet the demands of two

insulating lines in one shift, the ver-
ticut lines keep apace of the pro-
duction flow of the insulating
lines and, in addition, provide
reserve performance capacity for
additional production peaks.■

CAPACITY COMPARISON

-1100
(-34%)

✓

GLASS FROM GLASS IN POOL GLASS FOR 
CUTTING/8H IG LINE/8H

XY-line (1) 1600 IG-Line 800
(horizontal) 2100

1600 IG-Line 800

Remark: Cutting 1.5 shift; IG-Line 1 shift

verticut (1) 1600 1600 IG-Line 800

verticut (2) 1600 1600 IG-Line 800

Remark: Capacity balanced, redundancy in glass cutting!
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